Rough

Today’s weather is going to be quite rough as you may have noticed the strong winds coming from the east. This is due to a high-pressure system moving in from the Pacific. Please take necessary precautions to stay safe.

Recognition

WASHINGTON (AP) - The White House requested Monday that methadone be added to the list of South Vietnamese troops and their families treated for alcoholism. The move was made as part of an effort to improve relations with Hanoi.

Pound positions

SAIGON (AP) - U.S. air and naval power continued their advance over North Vietnam, as President Johnson ordered the minesweeping of the south bank of the Han River near here in preparation for the landings.

Legitimate

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Nixon administration proposed Monday that methadone be added to the list of drugs available to treat alcoholics. The proposal would take effect within three months, pending approval by the U.S. Congress.

Powerful

CORDOVA, Ill. (AP) - The Quad-Cities area is now a part of a major metropolitan area, as the city limits have been extended to include all of the neighboring towns.

Countered

SAIDOR, Sen. - A South Vietnamese conference called to discuss the future of the country has been countered by a similar meeting in Saigon. The two conferences have been called to discuss the future of the country.

Holy water!

Europe and the Middle East are on the alert after the recent incidents in Turkey. Turkish troops have been deployed to the border with Greece, and the capital, as a measure of precaution. The government has ordered national elections to be held in the near future.

In Vietnam . . .

Nixon weighs retaliatory options

WASHINGTON (AP) - Administration officials have talked openly about the possibility of launching a massive military operation, including possible air attacks on North Vietnam, in the coming weeks. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger said last week that the option of a "Phibious" attack was under consideration.

Democrats battle for votes on eve of Wisconsin primary

MILLWAUKEE (AP) - Sen. George McGovern said Monday he would not campaign for President Johnson in his home state of South Dakota, but instead will focus on the Wisconsin primary.

End fifth day

Jury deadlock in Brejnev trial

HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) - A deadlock-judging jury continued to ponder whether or not to find the defense guilty of violations against the Holy Father, Pope Paul VI, and his aides during the 1969 breaching.

City visited Monday by new boss

BLY, R.I. - In a move that could be seen as a test of the new boss' intentions, the mayor visited the city on Monday. The mayor's visit was part of a larger effort to strengthen the city's economy.

Will elect county delegates

GOP precinct caucuses will be held tonight

Johnson County Republicans will hold precinct caucuses tonight to elect delegates to the district conventions and state central committee. The caucuses will begin at 8 p.m. in the county. County Republican headquarters.

Caucus sites

Precincts will meet in various locations throughout the county. The precincts will be held in a variety of settings, including schools, churches, and community centers.

City of New York

City of New York
A White House spokesman, Washington reported for the President, denied that an invasion was in the cards. He said that he would have more to say on the subject when the war committee meets next week.

Defense counsel objected, but the judge overruled him. The case is expected to be brought to a conclusion by the end of the month. Before the trial, the judge ruled that the jury would be sequestered.

In the meantime, the trial will continue. The case is expected to be brought to a conclusion by the end of the month. Before the trial, the judge ruled that the jury would be sequestered.
Law students operating own book store here

BY MARIE WEHR
Daily Iowan Staff Writer

Reynolds Hall, the residence hall of the University of Iowa Law School, is being taken over by the law students. The store, which will be run by the Law Students Association, will be located on the second floor of the hall.

The store, which was opened last week, has been very successful. The students have sold many books and are making a profit on the sales.

The store is open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on weekdays and is closed on weekends.

Women's seminar set for weekend

A "Women and Work" conference will be held at the University of Iowa on Saturday and Sunday, according to a announcement issued by the University's Extension Division.

The conference will be held at the University of Iowa on Saturday and Sunday. It will be open to all women who wish to discuss problems related to their work experiences.

Police revive walking beats

The Iowa City Police Department is reviving its "walking beat" program for downtown and shopping center areas.

During the past week, the police have been patrolling the downtown area, particularly around the stores, in an effort to discourage crime.

The officers will continue to patrol the downtown area, and the program will be expanded to include other areas as well.

Proposal to put patrol in control

The proposal to put the police in control of the downtown area is being reviewed by the city council.

The council has received a report from the police department on the effectiveness of the walking beat program.

The report recommends that the police department be given control of the downtown area.

Police will continue to patrol the area, but the decision to put the police in charge will be made by the city council.

Diamonds tell the world you're in love!

Use these lovely stones as a romantic gift, perfect for sparkling diamond engagement rings from Ginsberg's.

Ginsberg's jewelers

moll shopping center

Iowa City, Iowa

To 'cool' campus unrest

Monitor system is being formed

The students at the University of Iowa have formed a monitor system to help keep the campus calm.

The system is being formed by the students, and it is expected to be in place by the end of the month.

The monitor system will be made up of volunteers who will be stationed around the campus to help keep things quiet.

The monitor system will be used to keep track of any incidents that may occur on campus.

The monitor system will be a great help in keeping the campus safe.

The monitor system will be a great help in keeping the campus safe.
During spring break I man­
gaged to return to Iowa City, now in northern Wisconsin. I had a good time, enjoyed a good, some good wine, a few good books, and like you didn't feel like doing anything worthwhile, a few hours later.

For the last two weeks Wisconsin has been subjected to hand-shaking, speech-making candidates for the Presidency. There's a primary there today, and all the hopefuls are out to see how they fare. The candidates relate to their parallels and television. Politics is a very after dinner in Dairyland, and all the candidates have shown many a dramatic shift in television promotion. Every fiddling on the tube some President aspirant was telling me the world is going to hell and he knows how to stop it.

George McGovern appeared about once an hour. Some Madison Avenue idea—probably not for a conservative fee—dreamed up the advertising slogan, "Right From The Start," which is supposed to convince us that McGovern is The True Liberal. And I have no doubt it shows him chatting with a group of middle-aged workers. I came and against McGovern six years ago," he says. "Where can I get my money back six years ago? Where were they even ten years ago? I mean, you won't find a thing about McGovern's engineering face."

New York Mayor John Lindsay is out with a chance of grabbing the Demo­cratic nomination in 1972, spending a fortune on TV ads. He has ten to run continuously, the first beginning with stills of Allan Bakke, McGovern and Jackson accompanied by the slogan, "The new face of the same old faces!" Then the video cuts to Jackson, who has the second toughest job in America. From that, Jackson tells us about the poor tired dairy farmer, as is obvious by his deep male voice ....

Lindsay has found the perfect way to make the average bigot listen to his pitch. He's Archie Bunker (Carroll O'Connor) in his 40-second or 45-second ad that says something wonderful to people in Lindsay's ITV. The pitch is delivered by O'Connor himself, or as Bunker, as is obvious by his message. The anti-war anti-war anti-war "uncleaded illegal immigrant" and the "10 new out-of-job fine young men killed in this illegal war."

Henry Jackson, another candi­date with a snowball's chance in an old, in a border man who tries to sell his fiery image. His pitch is about drugs, and he tells us some about his attack through woods holding a little girl—he's going to cut off the source of those dopey heroin production in France and opium production in Thailand. Humphrey: Makes it the best method of solving the problem in the home within the home, within the walls of your home. The slogan says that "One candid­ate is the kind of person who will go out and see things as they are today and find the road."

Henry Wallace, the guy can run New York City, is a possible "car­rier of the slogan. Henry Wallace is John Lindsay's twin. Perhaps George Wallace has far by the dullest and we're on the light of their political careers. McGovern yells about inflation, the

To bus or not to bus?

Busing is a flat issue being used to take pressure off the main issues at stake in American politics.

The concept of busing school children to integrate public schools is complex. It involves, first of all, the words of key (executive administrative) and local powers. It may be said (of me) that the federal courts have said (and are still saying) that the courts are interested in the problem, but it is up to the states to show that they can do more than just talk about it. Busing makes gains pigs of the local communities, but it also needs the support of the public and busing only serves to frac­ture the public into a "busing" or "non-busing" party. Meaningful change requires a large political force that will force the local communities to split and try to get a larger, centrally controlled area.

The human

Different people have different needs.
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By Mel Hagele

Boulder, Colo., Aug. 11—Senator George McGovern’s California campaign headquarters is ready to roll.

McGovern’s chief aide has arrived in California, and the senator is expected to arrive on Sunday.

“McGovern is going to be in California for a week,” said campaign manager Bill Ayers. “He’ll be there for the California primary, which is on Aug. 28.”

The California primary is the last of the “early states,” and McGovern is hoping to use it as a springboard to the general election.

“McGovern is really excited about the California primary,” said Ayers. “He thinks it’s a chance to show the South that he’s not just a northern candidate.”

McGovern is currently trailing in the polls, but Ayers said the senator is confident he can turn things around.

“McGovern is really focused on the California primary,” said Ayers. “He’s been working hard on it, and he’s really excited about the possibility of winning.”

McGovern is expected to campaign in California for six days, and Ayers said the campaign will be using a variety of tactics, including door-to-door canvassing, phone banks, and TV ads.

“McGovern is really focused on the California primary,” said Ayers. “He’s been working hard on it, and he’s really excited about the possibility of winning.”

McGovern is expected to campaign in California for six days, and Ayers said the campaign will be using a variety of tactics, including door-to-door canvassing, phone banks, and TV ads.
RABBIT EARS—T.V. tonight

MOVIE: "Drums Across the River." An inspirational story set in the Orient and the West. Premieres at 7:15 p.m.

MOVIE: "Cromawks and Crows." Premieres at 9 p.m.

Now Playing

TRIBE
RURAL
Playing Tuesday
Playing Wed., Thurs., & Fri.
*O'THE PUB

D.I. CLASSIFIEDS GET RESULTS!

Ribeys $249
Steak
Compliments with salad, potato, rolls & butter, and coffee.

Now Serving Lunches
Mon.-Fri. From
11:30 a.m. to the Dinning Room
from Lunch $1.35

AMATEUR GO-GO CONTEST
Every Tuesday Night at 10:30 P.M.
100 TO THE WINNER
103 to every girl where

LOCKER ROOM NOW OPEN
After Starring—Large Dance Floor
Live Band Fri. & Sat. Music in the Dupont

OPEN SATURDAY TILL 1 A.M.
SPORTSMAN'S LOUNGE
37th Avenue
Corvallis, Oregon

Special—3 large golden brown
chicken, creamy citrus sour,
trench toes, dinner roll with honey

CHICKEN DINNER
Reg. $1.19
TUES., WED., THURS.
April 4, 5, 6

That's what I like about

Henry's

HIGHWAY 6 WEST
CORVALLIS

VISIONS OF THE FUTURE

FRITZ LANG'S METROPOLIS
WILLIAM CAMERON MENDES THINGS TO COME

Tuttle — 7:00 p.m.
Shubert Auditorium
Season Tickets or $1.50 at Door

Now that you can fly to Europe for peanuts, here's how little you shell out to get around:

$330 for Two Months of unlimited rail travel
in Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland.
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Hurry! If you’re into free films, get into this.

Imagine yourself going from movie to movie just about any time you and a friend want to do. Just getting in is free. That’s first prize in our Oscar contest, which also features a one-month pass for a tour at five Iowa City theaters as second prize and pairs of free tickets for the next twenty runners-up.

But you’d better hurry. All entries have to be in by May 1! Communications Center by 5 p.m., Thursday, April 8. And while you’re at it, predict the Academy Award winners and set yourself up for the second prize of a free one-month pass for a tour of five Iowa City theaters.
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FOREIGN FILM: Garden of the Finzi-Continental story, setting.

EDITORIAL, Bulletin was three years ago in French Connection

former Academy favorite and Henry Mancini. You might be surprised.

HERE'S THE JIL: Eddie Hradil must know how to interest pressure and announce his Oscar choices, most of which will be coming, but don't tell the Cheers. The politicization of popular cinema has apparently subsided, and '71 was a year for nostalgic, self-reflection and the youthful male-female relationship. That can only mean Peter Finch's work didn't live up to the East Coast media build-up it was better than nominee Ann-Margaret in Carnal Knowledge, and talented Barbara Harris, the former Second Banana, won the Directors' Guild balloting and looms as the favorite. That only means Peter Finch's work didn't live up to the East Coast media build-up it was better than nominee Ann-Margaret in Carnal Knowledge, and talented Barbara Harris, the former Second Banana, won the Directors' Guild balloting and looms as the favorite. That can only mean Peter Finch's work didn't live up to the East Coast media build-up it was better than nominee Ann-Margaret in Carnal Knowledge, and talented Barbara Harris, the former Second Banana, won the Directors' Guild balloting and looms as the favorite.

THE POLITICIZATION OF POPULAR CINEMA has apparently subsided, and '71 was a year for nostalgic, self-reflection and the youthful male-female relationship. That can only mean Peter Finch's work didn't live up to the East Coast media build-up it was better than nominee Ann-Margaret in Carnal Knowledge, and talented Barbara Harris, the former Second Banana, won the Directors' Guild balloting and looms as the favorite...
Travel in Europe—Passport abroad

Almost all the countries of Europe are open to youths between 12 and 21 and available to youths between 12 and 21 and AIR TRAVEL IN

formation on various ways to travel, where and regular commercial fare.

Jessup select Bergstrom,

TRAIN TRAVEL IN

work seats on these trains.

st - class travel in 13 countries.

SHIPS FOR

The youth-student fare is available in


museums, theaters, and concert

flights are often as low as 30 per cent

you'll receive an officer's commission in the Air Force. Also, this year,

hand - operated (and maybe a bit

you'll receive an officer's commission in the Air Force. Also, this year,
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I urge you to send 25¢ now to protect your family with this $500 a month extra cash plan.

For first month’s protection, mail Enrollment Form with 25¢ to get up to $500 a month tax free cash when you go to the hospital.

You collect at the rate of...

$500 a month cash when you are hospitalized.

$400 a month cash when you are treated at a hospital by a specialist.

$300 a month cash when you are treated at any out-patient clinic, when you have a major operation, or at home.

$250 a month cash for lie, when you hire a nurse, or when you are treated at a hospital by a specialist.

$200 a month cash for maternity benefits when Coverage for Children for maternity is selected.

$150 a month cash for the first month of hospitalization for all covered members.

$100 a month cash for the second month of hospitalization for all covered members.

$50 a month cash for the third month of hospitalization for all covered members.

$25 a month cash for each additional month of hospitalization for all covered members.

$500 a month cash for lie, when you hire a nurse, or when you are treated at a hospital by a specialist.

$600 a month cash for lie, when you hire a nurse, or when you are treated at a hospital by a specialist.

$700 a month cash for lie, when you hire a nurse, or when you are treated at a hospital by a specialist.

$800 a month cash for lie, when you hire a nurse, or when you are treated at a hospital by a specialist.

$900 a month cash for lie, when you hire a nurse, or when you are treated at a hospital by a specialist.

$1000 a month cash for lie, when you hire a nurse, or when you are treated at a hospital by a specialist.

Up to $2000 a month cash is paid for any illness or accident during the term of your policy. Ask your officer or agent for details.

We guarantee never to cancel your policy.

We guarantee never to raise your low rates.

LICENSING OF THE STATE OF IOWA

HOW TO GET YOUR POLICY

1. Complete the first Enrollment Form. Your plan is NOT effective until received. 
2. Cut out above clipped line.

OFFICIAL ENROLLMENT FORM

Official Enrollment Form for the Hospitalization Indemnity Plan. NATIONAL HOME LIFE AND ACCIDENT COMPANY. 201 East Delaware Place, Chicago, Ill. 

Name
Address
City
State
Zip

Date Birthday
Age
Sex
Mail Format

Occupation

Name (Parent) Relation to Applicant Relationship to Applicant

State of Birth

Date of Birth

Month

Year

Age

Year

Check here if you want Coverage for Your Children.

Check here if you want Coverage for Your Maturity Beneﬁts.

I hereby enroll in National Home’s Hospital Plan and hereby authorize my insurance company to send me a premium paid to my paying the premium promise.

I hereby enroll in National Home’s Hospital Plan and hereby authorize my insurance company to send me a premium paid to my paying the premium promise.

National Liberty

Corporated in the

U.S. Congress Report

National Liberty Corporation is one of National Liberty's successor companies, have been committed to the United States government as its basis of advance payment for the policy and as its basis of advance payment for the policy.

WASHINGTON, D.C.-March 21, 1934.

The government of the United States has been committed to the United States government as its basis of advance payment for the policy, the basis of advance payment for the policy, and the basis of advance payment for the policy, and the basis of advance payment for the policy.


The government of the United States has been committed to the United States government as its basis of advance payment for the policy, the basis of advance payment for the policy, and the basis of advance payment for the policy, and the basis of advance payment for the policy.


The government of the United States has been committed to the United States government as its basis of advance payment for the policy, the basis of advance payment for the policy, and the basis of advance payment for the policy, and the basis of advance payment for the policy.


The government of the United States has been committed to the United States government as its basis of advance payment for the policy, the basis of advance payment for the policy, and the basis of advance payment for the policy, and the basis of advance payment for the policy.


The government of the United States has been committed to the United States government as its basis of advance payment for the policy, the basis of advance payment for the policy, and the basis of advance payment for the policy, and the basis of advance payment for the policy.


The government of the United States has been committed to the United States government as its basis of advance payment for the policy, the basis of advance payment for the policy, and the basis of advance payment for the policy, and the basis of advance payment for the policy.


The government of the United States has been committed to the United States government as its basis of advance payment for the policy, the basis of advance payment for the policy, and the basis of advance payment for the policy, and the basis of advance payment for the policy.


The government of the United States has been committed to the United States government as its basis of advance payment for the policy, the basis of advance payment for the policy, and the basis of advance payment for the policy, and the basis of advance payment for the policy.
Duke: Sees problems with positive results

Duke is scheduled to make his debut in the Big Ten on Saturday, when the Blue Devils will play the University of Iowa Hawkeyes. The game is expected to be a key test for Duke, who is looking to build on his recent success in the Big Ten.

"I am very much looking forward to this game," Duke said. "I think we have a good chance of winning, but we will need to be at our best if we want to come out on top.

Duke enters the game with a 10-10 record in the Big Ten, including a 2-3 record in conference play. The Blue Devils have struggled against some of the conference's top teams, but have shown improvement in recent weeks.

"I think we have been playing better lately," Duke said. "We have been able to compete with some of the top teams in the conference, and I think we have a shot at winning this game.

Duke faces a tough test in the Hawkeyes, who are coming off a loss to Wisconsin in their last game. The Hawkeyes have a strong defense and a potent offense, and Duke will need to be at his best if he wants to come out on top.

"I know we have our work cut out for us," Duke said. "But I think we have the talent and the ability to compete with Iowa. We just need to play our best game if we want to come out on top.
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NEW YORK (AP) — Baseball's owners rejected Monday night's proposal from the baseball players association in their tip-pointing dispute, leaving no sign of an end to the strike.

The owners had offered to make a long-term contribution by the owners of $45 million over six years, the same as the last offer they made before the strike began last Saturday.

The owners have offered to make a long-term contribution of $45 million over six years, the same as the last offer they made before the strike began last Saturday.

John S. Garvin, the owners' negotiator, said he had been in contact with his team of executive directors of the players association before the strike began last Saturday.

Garvin turned the offer over to the owners' executive directors, who have promised to take the offer to the players association for consideration.

The owners have offered to make a long-term contribution of $45 million over six years, the same as the last offer they made before the strike began last Saturday.

Mets shocked by Hodges' loss

NEW YORK (AP) — The body of Tom Hodges was found in his apartment in a | New York City Saturday morning.

Hodges, a 36-year-old Mets assistant coach, was found dead of a heart attack. He had been scheduled to head the Mets' spring training camp in Florida.

The Mets, who were scheduled to play the Philadelphia Phillies in the final game of their split-series opener Sunday, were scheduled to return to the Mets on Monday (March 30) and play the club in its world championship.

Mets owner Nelson Doubleday said Hodges' death shocked the club and its fans. "We are deeply saddened by this tragedy," Doubleday said. "Tom was a beloved member of our family and his loss will be greatly felt by all of us."
COME TO WHERE THE ACTION IS!

DISCOUNT STEREOLAND HAS DECLARED A STEREO WAR!

WAR! WAR! WAR! WAR! WAR!
WAR! WAR! WAR! WAR! WAR!
WAR! WAR! WAR! WAR! WAR!
WAR! WAR! WAR! WAR! WAR!

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD!
BRING US A PRICE FROM ANY OTHER STEREO SHOP IN THE AREA. WE PROMISE YOU A BETTER DEAL.

DISCOUNT STEREOLAND IS OFTEN IMITATED BUT NEVER DUPLICATED.

700 South Dubuque Phone 338-1380